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A number of engines were made available ... doors was realized in the 2001 model year, and the segment has never looked back. Clamshell portals to ease rear seat access on the SuperCab were ...
Built, Ford Stuff: A history of Ford F-Series pickup trucks
Seat has unveiled revised versions of its popular Ibiza supermini and Arona crossover, bringing fresh styling and more technology to the pair. Both arrived in 2017 – the Ibiza debuting in its fifth ...
Used SEAT Toledo SE 2012 cars for sale
The Honda Jazz presented a smart interior packaging, peppy performance, fuel efficiency, a fun-to-drive factor, and the legendary Honda reliability--all wrapped in a simple one-box shape that measures ...
Through the years: Honda Jazz generations
Back in the adult-sized driver's seat, I take a moment ... and the MDX's 3.5-liter engine reminds me how good a V-6 can sound. This engine was, and still is, a wonder. When the Acura MDX made its ...
2003 Acura MDX Rewind Review: When Luxury Meant Simplicity
That vehicle is none other than the BMW X5 Le Mans. Yes, it has the McLaren's BMW-sourced V12 under the hood, it sounds like an F1 car, and it's an SUV. The BMW X5 Le Mans is the relatively ...
Let’s Remember When BMW Stuffed a McLaren F1 V12 in an X5 for Fun
The Russian manufacturer Sukhoi was founded in 1939 as a manufacturer of military aircraft. It moved into civilian aircraft in the late 1990s. In 2001 was funded by the Russian government to start ...
The Sukhoi Superjet 100 – Its Story
Josh Berry’s win in the Cook Out 250 at Martinsville Speedway last weekend in the NASCAR Xfinity Series has sparked quite the conversation about his future.
NASCAR 101: Drivers Who Became Crew Chiefs
The successful one-orbit flight made Yuri Gagarin a hero and cemented Soviet supremacy in space until the U.S. put a man on the moon more than eight years later.
First human in space: Soviet cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin 60 years ago
For the first time a vehicle for the mass market was created with a quieter engine and breathtaking performances. The Vespa 150 GS had sports credentials which were a direct result of the experience ...
Iconic Vespa Completes 75 Years: A Look at All the Scooters Made by Italian Brand Since 1946
Where does the SpaceX Starship vehicle fit, anyway? It came out of nowhere, in response to no government RFP or recognized industry-wide need. There is no established market for its capabilities and ...
Putting SpaceX’s Starship program in the proper context
The unified Monroe County Circuit Court appointed Cooperman to the District 5 seat April 6 ... After Cooperman graduated from IU in 2001, she worked for a teen pregnancy prevention program in Toledo, ...
Newly appointed Erin Cooperman to bring public health, service background to MCCSC Board
DREW PHILLIPS After teasing us first with an extended-cab concept and then crew-cab test mules, years after its original 2015 Detroit show concept debut, the Santa Cruz pickup has arrived at long last ...
Finally, the Hyundai Santa Cruz pickup is here
It’s been a little while since the German brand reinvented a British icon – so how has it changed over the years?
20 years of BMW Mini: The highlights
A 13-year-old rookie of the year race car driver from New Baltimore totals his car, continues bid for championship. Crash photos show speed of impact.
New Baltimore boy, 13, crashes Mustang race car into concrete barrier at 70 mph
Such is the case for this LS3-powered 1972 Chevy Nova, as featured in the following 10-minute, 44-second video. This 1972 Chevy Nova belongs to Mike, whose parents bought it when Mike was born in 1974 ...
LS3-Powered 1972 Chevy Nova Pro Touring Gets Down And Dirty: Video
Acura is preparing for the turbocharged TLX Type-S by reminding the world how good the badge really is. Modern Acura owes a lot to the 2001 3.2CL midsize coupe. While its front-drive architecture and ...
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Behind The Wheel Of The Acura Integra Type R And RSX, CL, And TL Type S
Calif., seeks to build on the administration’s effort this week to promote the electrification of school buses, which Biden sees as an important step in addressing climate change and economic ...
Democrats push $25B to electrify school buses, a Biden priority
Porshe has introduced the 911 Turbo S Anniversary Edition in the country at the ongoing Shanghai Auto Show. China is certainly one of the major markets for any global auto major. Not only in the mass ...
Porsche celebrates 20 years in China with 911 Turbo S Anniversary Edition
TIMELESS. CAPABLE. BEAUTIFUL. Introducing the 2021 Triumph Bonneville T120… Capability with character, the T120 is lighter, better handling, and more responsive than ever. A genuine motorcycle icon, ...
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